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From bestselling author/illustrator Tedd Arnold comes the hilarious FLY GUY!"A fly was flying. He

was looking for something to eat. Something tasty. Something slimy. A boy was walking. He was

looking for something to catch. Something smart. Something for The Amazing Pet Show." The boy

and fly meet and so begins a beautiful friendship. Er, and so begins a very funny friendship. Using

hyperbole, puns, slapstick, and silly drawings, bestselling author/illustrator Tedd Arnold creates an

easy reader that is full of fun. With an eye-catching holographic cover. This is the first in a series of

four."Una mosca saliÃ³ a volar. QuerÃa comer algo, algo sabroso, algo pegajoso. Un niÃ±o saliÃ³

a caminar. QuerÃa cazar algo, algo muy especial, algo para llevar al Concurso de Mascotas".El

niÃ±o y la mosca se encuentran y comienza una linda y divertida amistad.
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Coincidences can have significant, world-changing consequences. Try this. A fly goes out, simply

looking for something tasty to eat. Simultaneously, a boy goes for a walk, searching for a creature to

bring to a pet competition. Then wham! The boy and the fly collide. Coincidence or fate? Free will or

determinism? Ok, perhaps that's a bit above the age level here, so anyway. But wait. The boy puts

the fly into a jar, which doesn't exactly represent the height of good manners, but what can you do?

Enraged, the fly lets out a roaring "buzz!" And what do you know? The boy happens to possess the



nickname "Buzz." Coincidence or fate? In any case, after the boy, now known as "Buzz," shows the

fly to his parents, they reject it outright as a pet and brutally attack it with a flyswatter. All this

maniacal bug trapping and bug threatening doesn't present the most generous portrayal of human

nature, but it's probably fairly accurate. In any case, the fly demonstrates his powers and the family

bestows the name "Hombre Mosca" upon him. Before the enlightened duo march off to the contest,

Hombre Mosca receives a hot dog about 100 times his size. And now they're gorging the poor thing.

Geez. Flies apparently have it rough in a world of humans (though the fly doesn't seem to mind in

this case). But the intelligent Hombre Mosca prevails over the nasty prejudices that humans hold

against insects, especially the unwritten rule that "flies aren't pets," and proves himself to the judges

with some fancy wing work. It all wraps up nicely in a fun and insect-empowering tale.This enjoyable

Spanish translation of the popular "Hi, Fly Guy" book preserves all of the fun of the English version.
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